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Abstract

In this report1, we present a general framework for a distributed Video-on-Demand con-

tent distribution problem by formulating an optimization problem yielding a highly distributed

implementation that is highly scalable and resilient to changes in demand. Our solution takes

into account several individual node resource constraints including disk space, network link

bandwidth, and node-I/O degree bound. First, we present a natural formulation that is NP-

hard. Next, we design a simple fractional storage architecture based on codes to “fluidify”

the content, thereby yielding a convex content placement problem. Third, we use a recently

developed Markov approximation technique to approximately solve the NP-hard problem of

topology selection under node degree bound, and propose a simple distributed solution. We

prove analytically that our algorithm achieves close-to-optimal performance. Based on the dis-

tributed algorithm we design, we consider practical settings and propose a practical design of

a distributed VoD system. We implement a packet level simulator written in MATLAB. Our

simulation results show that the proposed design and algorithms improve significantly over

existing approaches including Least-Recently-Used (LRU), Least-Frequently-Used (LFU) and

Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) [2]. We establish via simulations that the system is robust

to changes in user demand or in network condition and churn. Based on the algorithm derived

from theory, we design a practical algorithm considering practical issues.

1Joint work with Hao Zhang(UC Berkeley), Ziyu Shao(CUHK), and Minghua Chen(CUHK). Parts of this report

were published in [1]. The main contributions relate to Ch. 6 and Ch. 7.
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1 Introduction

The shape of the internet is changing. On the one hand, large internet exchanges and datacenters

have made it possible to centralize a lot of compute and storage resources. It is clear that estab-

lished players such as Netflix, Google and Amazon are more likely to exploit the reliability and

economies of scale that come from such architectures, and that is of course what they are doing. On

the other hand, the edge of the internet is growing exponentially. Phones, tablets, laptops, ebook

readers are growing in power and sophistication to the point that that they resemble the desktop

computers of a few years ago. But fully 50% of the traffic of the internet does not originate from

data centers and hierarchical CDNs[3]. This traffic consists of applications such as file sharing

and P2P, and relies more heavily on edge-devices which take on the role of potentially unreliable

servers. As we play out the evolution of content and the internet it seems clear that both kinds of

content distribution will co-exist. Videos of police action in an oppressive state are easier to detect

and throttle in a centralized architecture than a distributed one, and there will always be situations

in which small groups of individuals will want to share content without the “prying eyes” of a

media giant.

In this report we present a highly distributed edge-based scheme where the content is streamed

video and has quality of service constraints. The demand for these videos is not specified to the

system. Each edge device has limited storage but can store content from any video (even ones that

the owner of that device is not watching). The devices are assumed to have limited connectivity

and the network is allowed to be unreliable. As demand and network connectivity fluctuates so

does what is stored at each node. In other words our goal is to test the limits of how unreliable and

distributed we can make the infrastructure and still meet the stringent quality of service constraints

of streamed video. Central to our architecture is the existence of a single reliable server or Seedbox

[4], that can fill in the gaps of service when our distributed algorithms cannot meet QoS constraints

and the objective of our distributed algorithms is to ensure that for any set of adverse network

conditions, the load on the Seedbox is minimized.

Our approach is the following. First, we formulate the problem as a static convex optimization

problem and then show that a highly distributed algorithm converges to the optimal allocation.

We then examine, via simulations, the dynamic problem in which network conditions change, and
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the demand for the underlying content fluctuates significantly. We find that our scheme is highly

resilient to changes in network and in demand in addition to being near optimal in a static setting.

More concretely, in formulating the optimization problem we jointly solve the following prob-

lems:

1. Content Placement: What content should be stored at each device/node given the storage

constraints, network capacity and current demand?

2. Overlay Topology: Given that each node can only support a bounded number of end devices,

how should end devices be matched to nodes?

3. Minimal Server Load: When there is no available node that can serve an end device to watch

a specific piece of content from, the Seedbox “fills in the gap” by streaming directly to it.

We wish to minimize such occurrences.

We illustrate these problems further in the example depicted in Figure 1. The system has two 1

GB videos,A andB, which must be delivered at a streaming rate of 1 Mbps. There are 4 users: two

request video A and two request video B. The three cache nodes are constrained by bandwidth,

maximum degree (a bound on the number of simultaneously supported streaming connections)

and storage. Figure 1(b) shows that under a certain “bad” topology and a “bad” content allocation

scheme, demand cannot be satisfied. In Figure 1(c), a “good” content placement strategy is chosen.

In Figure 1(d), a “good” topology is also chosen. As we can see, the three problems enumerated

earlier are closely related. Further, taken in isolation each problem is hard: there are an exponential

number of possible topologies (from which we must select in a distributed manner) and as we will

see (although it may be clear to some readers even at this point), the content selection problem for

a fixed topology, is also NP-hard.

The contributions of this report are four-fold. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first

to jointly optimize topology selection, content placement, and link rate allocation in the design of

VoD systems. Second, we design a fractional coding architecture that allows for “fluidification” of

the content placement problem, thereby converting a combinatorial VoD content placement prob-

lem into a convex problem that admits a simple distributed algorithm. Third, we overcome the diffi-

culty of the combinatorial topology graph selection problem by applying a recently-developed and
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Figure 1: A simple example of VoD caching problem. The system has two videos of size 1 GB and

rate 1 Mbps and there are 2 users requesting each video. The system employs 3 cache nodes with

constraints on storage, bandwidth and out-degree as shown in (a). The problem is to decide, for

each cache, which videos to store, which users to connect to, and how much bandwidth to allocate

for each user. These questions are coupled. The connections between the cache nodes and users

in (b) form a “bad” topology, and the content placement is non-optimal. The content placement in

(c) is “good”. In (d), the topology is “good”, and with the same content placement strategy in (c),

only one user is in deficit of half of a video. In general, finding the “best” storage, bandwidth and

topology combination is a combinatorially-hard problem.
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novel Markov approximation technique, and design a simple and distributed “soft-worst-neighbor-

choking” algorithm. Fourth, we give a theoretical proof that our solution is close-to-optimal and

that the optimality gap diminishes when the number of users becomes large. We validate that our

algorithm outperforms existing results via extensive real world trace simulations. While our theo-

retical analysis is based on a “static” setting where the demand and supply resources are fixed, we

also show in our experiments that our algorithm works well even for “dynamic” cases. Our strong

findings suggest that a functional implementation of our solution would perform well in practice,

and this is the focus of our future work.
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2 Related Work

The optimization of VoD systems has received wide attention [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 2]. Almeida et al. [5]

studied the delivery cost minimization problem under a fixed topology by optimizing over content

replication and routing. Boufkhad et al. [6] investigated the problem of maximizing the number

of videos that can be served by a collection of peers. Zhou et al. [7] focused on minimizing the

load imbalance of video servers while maximizing the system throughput. Tan and Massoulie [10]

studied the problem of optimal content placement in P2P networks. Their goal is to maximize the

utilization of peer uplink bandwidth resources. Optimal content placement strategies are identified

in a particular scenario of limited content catalog under the framework of loss networks. Their

work assumes that the peers’ storage capacity grows unboundedly with system size. In contrast,

our work does not make any assumption on the storage capacities and also takes into overlay

topology. Applegate et al. [2] formulated the problem of content placement into a mixed integer

program (MIP) that takes into account constraints such as disk space and link bandwidth. However,

they assume the knowledge of content popularity under a fixed topology and a video is either stored

in full or not stored. In our work, we use a class of network codes that enables fractional storage

and do not assume any prior knowledge of demand is given. We also optimize over the topology

graph selections.

With regard to network resource utilization, Borst et al. [11] solved a link bandwidth utiliza-

tion problem assuming a tree structure with limited depth. An LP is formulated, and under the

assumption of symmetric link bandwidth, demand, and cache size, a simple local greedy algorithm

is designed to find a close-to-optimal solution. Valancius et al. [12] propose an LP-based heuristic

to calculate the number of video copies placed at customer home gateways. The network topol-

ogy in our work is not constrained to be a tree, and the video request patterns can be arbitrary in

different network areas. Zhou and Xu [13] aimed to minimize the load imbalance among servers

subject to disk space egress link capacity from servers. In contrast, we consider the link capacity

constraints that may exist anywhere in the network.

Topology building is also an important design dimension and has been studied in various

works [14, 15, 16]. While most works focus on enforcing locality-awareness and/or improving

ISP-friendliness, they make the simple assumption that the graph is fully connected, i.e., no node-
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degree-bound is taken into consideration. Zhang et al. solves the problem of optimal P2P stream-

ing under node degree constraints [17]. However their topology selection algorithm depends on

global statistics which are easily accessible under a live-streaming scenario. In VoD, directly ap-

plying their technique requires global statistics of all users’ utility functions, which can create an

enormous overhead. Our distributed algorithm requires knowledge of only local information of

neighboring overlay link rates.

To the best of our knowledge, we are unaware of any other works to jointly optimize topology

graph selection, content placement and link rate allocation. Our solution is fully distributed and

adapts well to system dynamics as we will show in the simulations.
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3 Problem Formulation

In this chapter, we define the VoD optimization problem. Our formulation assumes a static setting:

the video catalog, the set of users and subscriptions, and the set of caches are fixed. In chapter 4 and

chapter 5, we find a fully distributed algorithm and prove it achieves near-optimal performance. In

chapter 6, we apply the proposed algorithm to dynamic setting and show its performance through

simulations.

… 

physical 
network 

user 

cache 

overlay 
route 

cache’s limited 
neighbor set Nh 

… capacity cl 

storage cap sh 

degree 
bound Bh 

Figure 2: Caches and users connected by a physical network. The link capacity constraints can

exist arbitrarily anywhere in the network.

As illustrated in Figure 2, a set of caches(H) and a set of users(U ) are connected by a fixed

physical network which consists of links with capacity. Caches and users are connected by a over-

lay graph configuration, g, which is expressed by the set of overlay links R and the corresponding

routing matrix A. We denote the set of overlay links and the routing matrix by Rg and Ag under a

graph configuration g. Each overlay link r ∈ R, consists of a set of underlay links, Lr ⊂ L and we

say l ∈ r if l ∈ Lr. An overlay link r = (h, u) enables cache node h to send data to node u in the

overlay graph by setting up TCP/UDP connections. The routing matrix A := (Alr, (l, r) ∈ L×R)

is defined as usual where Alr = 1 if l ∈ r and 0 otherwise, We denote the connected neighbor of

node v byN g
v . Node v cannot connect to more thanBv users, which leads the node-I/O constraints.

Let G = {∀g||N g
v | ≤ Bv ∀v ∈ H∪U} be the set of possible overlay graphs. Let link l ∈ L have a
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capacity cl, and let xr be the rate on the overlay link r. This leads to natural routing constraints as

follows: Ax ≤ c, where x is the column vector of the overlay rates xr and c is the column vector

of link capacity constraints cl.

The video catalog consists of videos in the set M . Each video m has size βm and is streamed

at a constant rate of γm. Since we assume a fixed demand in this model, we denote the set of

users watching m as Um. To model the storage constraints, let sh be the storage capacity of cache

node h, and denote by s := (sh, h ∈ H) the column vector of the storage capacities. Let W :=

(Whm, h ∈ H,m ∈ M) be the storage matrix where Whm ∈ {0, 1} indicates if video m is stored

on cache node h (Whm = 1) or not (Whm = 0). Denote by β := (βm,m ∈ M) the vector of the

sizes (in MB) of all videos. The storage constraints can then be expressed byWβ ≤ s. Availability

constraints are also modeled : caches can only serve stored videos. From cache h to user u, the

streaming rate can be only 0 if cache does not store the video m which is being viewed by the

user. If the cache stores the video, the streaming rate can be anything no greater than γm. It can be

equivalently expressed as xr:=(h,u) ≤ Whmγm.

Let zu =
∑

r=(h,u):h∈Ng
u
xr be the total received rate of user u, and V u(z) be a concave function

that represents the utility of user u when the received rate is z. Table 1 lists all relevant notations.

Now, we have the following optimization problem. The objective is to find a graph g, con-

tent placement W , and rate allocation x, which jointly maximize the sum of user utilities under

constraints.

max
g∈G

xr≥0,Whm∈{0,1}

∑
u∈U

V u(zu)

s.t. xr:=(h,u) ≤ Whmγm,

Agx ≤ c, Wβ ≤ s.

The above optimization is highly difficult to solve due to the exponentially large size of the fea-

sible graph set G and integer constraints of storage matrix W . Our approach to solve the problem

is following. First, we decompose the problem into two parts: graph selection part and resource

allocation which consists of content placement and rate allocation. In chapter 4, we first solve the

optimal rate allocation algorithm under a fixed graph. In the following chapter 5, we propose an

algorithm to find the near-optimal overlay graph.
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Table 1: Key Notations

Parameters Definition

H , U , M set of caches / users / videos

Um set of users watching video m

γm, βm video m’s streaming rate and size

sh storage capacity of cache h

G, Bv set of feasible overlay graphs / I/O constraints

L, cl set of underlay links / link capacity

Auxiliary Variables Definition

θl, qr shadow price of link l / route r

qr qr =
∑

l∈r θl is the shadow price of route r

λr,Σh,m demand index of route r / video m at cache h

ωh storage price of cache h

Decision Variables Definition

xr route rate of r

Whm storage of video m on cache h

g,Ag, Rg overlay graph / routing matrix / overlay links

Ng
v connected neighborhood of v under g

pg probability of each topology graph g
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4 Resource Allocation

The sub-optimization problem under a fixed g is still difficult to solve because of the integer con-

straints of storage matrix W . In order to overcome this challenge, we allow caches to store videos

in parts and to serve fractional streams.

4.1 Fractional Storage and Streams with Coding

We first define fractional streams.

Definition 1. Given a data stream S0 with rate x0, S0(x0), a fractional stream S of rate x, S(x),

is defined as a data stream which satisfies the following conditions.

1. Additivity : S(x) can be generated by S(x1) and S(x2) if x1 + x2 ≥ x.

2. Recovery : S0(x0) can be generated by any S(x) if x ≥ x0.

In our techincal report [18], we propose a novel way of storing videos and generating fractional

streams. In a nutshell, a fractional stream can be realized through the use of MDS codes or rateless

fountain codes. The minimum storage to serve a fractional stream is found as following.

Proposition 2. Given a data stream S0(x0), a cache can generate a fractional stream S(x) if and

only if the cache stores no less than x
x0

fraction of the source file of the stream.

By using the concept of fractional storage and streams and the proposition 2, the sub-optimization

problem can be reformulated. Caches can store videos in parts and upload fractional streams to

users. Users receive multiple fractional streams from caches and add them. If they received enough

fractional streams, they can recover the original stream. If not, they will request a fractional stream

with the deficit rate at user and recover the original stream. The integer constraints are replaced

with box constraints and the availability constraints remain as same by the proposition. The refor-

mulated optimization problem is following.
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max
x≥0,0≤Whm≤1

∑
u∈U

V u(zu) (1)

s.t. xr:=(h,u) ≤ Whmγm,

Agx ≤ c, Wβ ≤ s.

Note that our approach completely differs from the well-known class of relaxations to hard

mixed-integer problems in the optimization literature, in which the relaxation is done to convert the

problem to a computationally tractable one whose solution is then quantized back to enforce fea-

sibility with the discrete-valued constraints of the original problem. In other words, our approach

increases performance because using fractional streams expands the design space. Figure 3 shows

an example where resource allocation with fractional streams outperforms one without them.

There is an added complication if we are interested in distributed operation and for the ability

to have cache nodes populated in a distributed way with content (e.g. from a distributed server

system or from other cache nodes): this requires the notion of network coding which can attain

the abstraction of distributed MDS codes. We use a specific class of such codes, dubbed DRESS

codes [19], in our system.

4.2 Distributed Solution

We present the following theorem.

Theorem 3. The problem (1) is convex and can be solved by the following three-step primal dual

algorithm that converges to the optimal solution

1) Step 1: Update the upload rate.

ẋr = [δr(Vxr(zu)− λr − qr)]+xr (2)

where V u
xr(zu) is the derivative of function V u(zu) with regard to xr. qr =

∑
l:l∈r θl is the aggregate

route price, where θl is the single link price on link l which is updated by:

θ̇l = [ηl(
∑
r:l∈r

xr − cl)]+θl . (3)
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Figure 3: A simple example demonstrating the usefulness of fractional storage. The system has the

same setup as that in Figure 1. In (a), the videos are stored in full. Even with the optimal topology,

the oracle server still needs to fill in the gap of half of a video. In (b), with fractional storage and

streams, caches can fully serve users even with less storage.
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where δr, ηl > 0 are adaptation parameters. λr is explained in the following.

2) Step 2: Update the demand index. The parameter λr is updated via:

λ̇r = [κr(xr −Whmγm)]+λr (4)

where step size κr is a positive constant, and m is the video user u watches. This parameter

captures the relative demand, i.e., absolute demand minus supply, of the video delivered on route

r, hence its name demand index.

3) Step 3: Update cache storage Ẇhm = [ιhm(Λhm − βmωh)][0,1]
Whm

ω̇h = [νh(
∑

m∈M Whmβm − sh)]+ωh

(5)

where the Lagrangian variable ωh is interpreted as the storage price for the storage constraint,

and Λhm = γm · (
∑

r=(h,u):u∈Um,h∈Ng
u
λr) is the aggregate demand index and βm the size of video

m.

The proof is relegated to our technical report [18]. The above algorithms can be implemented

in a fully distributed way. The update equations are intuitive. The upload rate increases linearly

with the marginal utility function and decreases with the demand index and link shadow price. The

demand index increases if the desired link rate exceeds what the stored video can offer, and vice

versa. Cache node h increases storage of video m if there is more demand than supply, i.e., when

the popularity index is larger than the storage price; and vice versa.

As a special case, if our goal is to minimize the server load, the following utility function

V u(z) = min (γm, z) can be used, where m is s.t. u ∈ Um. Maximizing such an objective

function is equivalent to minimizing the server load. Thus, with the Theorem 3, we now have a

fully distributed algorithm to find the optimal resource allocation which minimizes the server load

under a fixed topology.
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5 Topology Building

Given the bounded degree of each cache node, the topology selection problem is NP-hard. We

apply a Markov approximation technique to establish that it is indeed a close-to-optimal solution

of the general problem.

5.1 Problem Formulation

Let Φg be the optimal objective value to (1) under a fixed graph g, which we can solve using the

algorithms shown in chapter 4. Our goal is to maximize the overall system utility by choosing the

best graph in the feasible set of graphs.

max
g∈G

Φg (6)

Directly solving for (6) is challenging. Even for the small example in Figure 1(a), the total

number of topology graphs is 6 × 6 × 4 = 144. In fact, we can show that in general, it is NP-

complete and APX-hard (no effective centralized polynomial-time approximate solution) [18]. To

convert the problem into a solvable one with distributed solutions, we design a Markov approxi-

mation technique introduced in [20].

The topology building problem can be re-written in the following way:

max
pg≥0∑
pg=1

∑
g∈G

pgΦg. (7)

where pg is the probability associated with topology graph g ∈ G. Its optimal solution is maxg∈G Φg,

and is obtained by setting the probability corresponding to (one of) the “best” topology graphs to

be 1 and the rest probabilities to be 0.

To mitigate the problem of exponentially large number of graphs, consider using

1

µ
log(

∑
g∈G

exp(µΦg)) (8)
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to approximate maxg∈G Φg. The reason is that while solving for maxg∈G is difficult, solving for (8)

can be made much easier as we will explain later on. We present the following theorem adapted

from [20].

Theorem 4. (8) is the optimal value to the following convex optimization problem:

max
pg≥0∑
pg=1

∑
g∈G

pgΦg −
1

µ

∑
g∈G

pg log pg. (9)

where µ is a positive constant. The optimal solution is given by:

p∗g =
exp(µΦg)∑

g′∈G exp(µΦg′)
, ∀g ∈ G. (10)

Moreover, the gap between its optimal value (8) and the optimal value of the original problem

in (7) is given by:

0 ≤ 1

µ
log(

∑
g∈G

exp(µΦg))−max
g∈G

Φg ≤
1

µ
log |G|, (11)

where |G| is the size of G.

Note that
∑

g∈G pg log pg is also the entropy H(p) of the distribution p := (pg, g ∈ G), and

we call this is an “entropy-approximated” formulation. The only difference between the objective

function in (9) and that in (7) is the addition of the weighted entropy term. As µ→ +∞, p∗g∗ → 1

where g∗ = arg maxg∈G Φg and p∗g → 0 otherwise. Therefore, the optimal value in the entropy-

approximated formulation approaches that of the original problem as µ becomes large.

Intuitively, one can see that 1
µ

log(
∑

g∈G exp(µΦg)) is a good approximation of maxg∈G Φg

when µ is large. This is because the term exp(µΦg∗) will dominate the sum of exponentials∑
g∈G exp(µΦg). When this happens, we have:

1

µ
log(

∑
g∈G

exp(µΦg))→
1

µ
log(exp(µΦg∗)) = Φg∗ (12)

Recall that our goal is to solve for problem (7), and we know that one approximation is given

by (9), but why is this approximation useful? Given the vast number of possibilities, how would we

design a distributed algorithm to achieve the optimal topology graph? The key idea is to construct a

Markov chain (MC) on the topology graphs, and design its transition rates that can be implemented
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in a distributed way. Equation (10) is of a product form, and can be the stationary distribution of

some time-reversible MC with state space the set of all the topology graphs G. When the MC is

in its stationary status, the topology graphs g ∈ G are time-shared according to the distribution p∗g
in (10). As µ becomes large, the system spends most of the time in the optimal topology graph

and the gap between the approximated solution and the optimal solution approaches zero. It was

shown in [20, 17] that it is possible to design such Markov chain to guide distributed algorithm

designs in various domains, including wireless scheduling, channel assignment and etc. However,

in our problem, directly applying these known design options in [20, 17] does not result in Markov

chains that are implementable in a distributed fashion.

5.2 Markov Chain Design

To design the Markov chain for our topology selection, we focus on the design of transition rates

qg,g′ between states g and g′. With slight abuse of notation, we use g and the set of the correspond-

ing overlay routes R interchangeably. We begin by constructing a Markov chain that solves (9)

exactly. This Markov chain does not lead to a fully distributed solution, but serves as a seed to our

extended discussions in later parts of the report.

To simplify the design, we allow non-zero transition rates from topology graph g to graph g′

if and only if they satisfy the following set of conditions, which we name as the “direct-transition

condition”. Specifically for any topology graphs (or set of overlay routes) g and g′, qg,g′ is non-zero

if and only if for the union of their routes g̃ = g ∪ g′:

• |g̃ \ g| = 1 and |g̃ \ g′| = 1;

• the only overlay route in g̃ \ g and that in g̃ \ g′ should originate from the same node denoted

by v(g, g′).

In other words, we allow transitions to happen only when a single node adds a not-in-use

neighbor and then drops one active neighbor. g̃ = g ∪ g′ is a transient state where a node has

just added a new neighbor before choking one of the old neighbors 2. We have the following
2The node can temporarily violate the node degree bound, but the process happens instantaneously and the transient
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proposition.

Proposition 5. The following transition rates ensures that the MC over the topology graph will

reach the stationary distribution in (10).

qg,g′ = τ−1 · exp(µ(Φg′ − Φg̃))

1 +
∑

g′′∈Av(g,g′),g̃

exp(µ(Φg′′ − Φg̃))
, (13)

if g and g′ satisfy the direct-transition condition, and qg,g′ = 0 otherwise, where g̃ = g ∪ g′ is the

transient state, τ > 0 is a constant, Av,g̃ is the set of topology graphs derived by node v dropping

one of its active neighbors under graph g̃, i.e.,

Av,g̃ =
{
ĝ ∈ G | ĝ = g̃\ {(v, u)} ,∀u ∈ N g̃

v

}
, (14)

where (v, u) is a directed link from node v to node u, and v(g, g′) is the node defined in direct-

transition condition.

We call this MC an exact MC. The above transition rates achieve the optimal value of (9).

The proof and an exemplar implementation are given in our technical report [18]. The algorithm

however, requires every node v to know global statistics Φg′ − Φg̃ for all g′ ∈ Av,g̃, which makes

distributed implementation difficult.

In the following, we modify the exact MC to a perturbed MC which yields a distributed “soft-

worst-neighbor-choking” algorithm.

5.3 Soft Worst Neighbor Choking

Let g denote the current topology graph. Each cache node v ∈ H (and similarly for user node

u ∈ U ) implements the soft-worst-neighbor-choking algorithm as follows:

• Initialization: It randomly selects and builds connections with Bv (which is its maximum

degree) number of neighbors from its neighbor list Qv. Denote by N g
v the connected neigh-

bors.

state is almost non-existent. We use it only to simplify our theoretical discussions.
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• Step 1: It counts down to zero from a timer T = τ/(|Qv|−|N g
v |), where τ > 0 is a constant3.

• Step 2: When the count-down expires, it randomly chooses a new inactive neighbor w from

Qv \ N g
v , and requests to connect to it. If the node degree bound of neither node w nor v is

violated, the connection is established; otherwise, no new connection is made. The system

transits to a temporary topology graph g̃.

• Step 3: Node v measures the overlay link rate x̄(v,u) from every neighbor u ∈ N g̃
v (including

the newly added neighbor w if there is any), and then chokes an in-use neighbor u with

probability
exp(−1

2
µx̄g̃\g′)

1 +
∑

g′′∈Av,g̃

exp(−1
2
µx̄g̃\g′′)

, g′ = g̃\ {(v, u)} . (15)

Afterwards, node v repeats Step 1.

The above algorithm is fully distributed – each node uses the overlay link rates from his neigh-

bors as the only metric to perform the topology selection. Note that the worst link is dropped

with high probability, hence the term “soft-worst” choking. This algorithm results in the following

perturbed MC.

Proposition 6. The soft-worst-neighbor-choking algorithm induces the following transition rates

for the perturbed Markov chain: for any two topology graphs g, g′ ∈ G satisfying direct-transition

condition:

qg,g′ = τ−1 ·
exp(−1

2
µx̄g̃\g′)

1 +
∑

g′′∈Av(g,g′),g̃

exp(−1
2
µx̄g̃\g′′)

, (16)

where x̄g̃\g′ is the rate of the only overlay link in g̃\g′ under topology graph g̃; and qg,g′ = 0

otherwise.

Comparing (16) with (13), we can see that the global quantity Φg′ − Φg̃, which is the overall

utility difference between ‘after’ and ‘before’ the node drops the overlay link g̃\g′, is replaced

by −1
2
x̄g̃\g′ which is a locally measurable quantity. Fortunately, we can show that under some

reasonable assumptions, the perturbed MC can still achieve close-to-optimal system performance,

as we show as follows.
3τ is a tuning parameter which affects the count-down time and the algorithm’s mixing time. Details will be given

in the subsequent section. One example is to set τ such that the count down time is one minute, which BitTorrent

uses [21].
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5.4 Performance Guarantee

Theorem 7. Denote by ΦO = maxg∈G Φg the optimal system utility, ΦE =
∑

g∈G p
∗
g · Φg the

expected system utility of the exact Markov chain, and ΦP =
∑

g∈G p
′
g · Φg the expected sys-

tem utility of perturbed Markov chain, where p∗g and p
′
g are the stationary distributions of the

exact and perturbed MC respectively. Let Φ̄O = 1
|U |Φ

O, Φ̄E = 1
|U |Φ

E and Φ̄P = 1
|U |Φ

P be

the corresponding system utilities averaged among the users. When the users’ utility function

V (zu) = min (γm,
∑
xr), u ∈ Um, the optimality gaps with and without perturbation errors are

shown as follows:

0 ≤ Φ̄O − Φ̄E ≤ 1
µ
Bmax logNmax (17)

0 ≤ Φ̄O − Φ̄P ≤ 1
µ
Bmax logNmax + 1

2|U |cmax (18)

where Bmax is the maximum degree bound over all users, Nmax is the max neighbor size over all

users, cmax is the maximum underlay link capacity, and |U | is the total number of users.

The proof is given in our technical report [18]. We make the following observations:

• The upper bound on the optimality gap per user of the perturbed Markov chain is cmax

2|U | away

from that of the exact Markov chain, which we call “the price of local perturbation”.

• When we formulated the topology selection algorithm, we made the assumption that the un-

derlying content placement and link rate allocation algorithms have fully converged. When

this is not the case however, we obtain inaccurate values of the link rates xuv and therefore

Φg, g ∈ G. We can treat this inaccuracy as a one-dimension perturbation error to exact sys-

tem utilities Φg, g ∈ G. Following the same method to the proof of Theorem 7, we can still

obtain bounds on utility gap similar to those in (17)-(18).

• While larger µ reduces the optimality gap, it may also increase the mixing time of the Markov

chain and consequently the convergence rate of the worst-neighbor-choking algorithm. We

omit the relationship between µ and the mixing time, and refer interested readers to our

technical report [18].
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6 Simulation Results

6.1 MATLAB Simulator

The theory, described in Ch.3- Ch.5, explains that the proposed algorithm achieves near-optimal

performance for a static case(for fixed system parameters). However, the current theory does

not address the algorithm’s performance under dynamic conditions such as user and cache churn,

varying content popularity and network conditions. However, formal modeling of the dynamics

of the Video-on-Demand system and its optimization need a sophisticated theoretical analysis.

Moreover, it is not clear which system dynamics need to be targeted by the new theory.

As a stepping stone to bridge theory and practice and the theory, we have implemented a large-

scale MATLAB-based simulator, and equipped it with full functionality. The simulator allows us

to test the robustness of the system against various dynamics by varying system environments such

as number of users and caches, video popularity, and network conditions. Due to the distributed

nature of the system, it is also possible to run a highly large scale simulation in parallel using

multi-core processors.

We first run a small scale simulation to validate the simulator. The simulation setup is as

following. There are 100 users in the system and each is watching one of 20 videos. The video’s

popularity follows the Zipf’s Law, which is a heavy-tail distribution. There are 50 caches with zero

cost functions. Each cache can store upto only 2 videos and has tight upload bandwidth which is

twice of the video streaming rate. The server is connected to all users. Figure 4 show how the

system running algorithms evolves. After 2000 iteration steps of algorithms, the system evolves

such that the caches provide 95.4% of the overall traffic and the server needs to provide only 4.6%

of the overall traffic. These results imply that the proposed system can be a prominent way of

distributed load balancing across the caches and the server and hence reducing operation costs.

We also attach the visualized results in Figure 4. 100 circles on the bottom of each figure

represent users. A color associated with a user visualizes the index of a video. 50 circles on the top

represent caches. Above each cache circle, a box represents its disk. A small colored box within

each big box represents stored amount of the corresponding video. A cache can fill up the storage
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up to the height of the box by caching several videos. An overlay topology between users and

caches are represented as a bipartite graph between them. A red bar represents the server load. Via

the visualized outputs, we were also able to check the validity of the algorithm and moreover find

the interesting observations. The following sections will cover extensive simulation results.

6.2 A toy example

Figure 5 shows a simple VoD system with three caches and six users. Let us first consider the

resource allocation algorithm under a fixed overlay topology depicted in Figure 5. Caches have to

maximize the the joint upload rates of them so as to minimize the server load. The optimal caching

and rate allocation can be easily found by finding the optimal solution via any optimization solver.

The optimal solution turns out to be as following and depicted in 5.

1. Cache 1 : Store video A. Upload the full stream to user 1 and user 2.

2. Cache 2 : Store half of video A and half of video B. Upload the fractional stream of video A

with rate half to user 3. Upload the fractional stream of video B with rate half to user 4 and

5.

3. Cache 3 : Store video B. Upload the fractional stream of video B to users 4 and 5. Upload

the full stream of video B to user 6.

4. Server : Upload the fractonal stream of video A with rate half to user 3.

Figure 6 shows the convergence of non-cache traffic if we run only the distributed resource

algorithm under the same configuration. It is observed that the distributed algorithm also converges

to the same optimal point where the non-cache traffic is 0.5Mbps.

Now, what is the optimal topology selection and resource allocation? Assume that degree

bound of of each cache is 3, 4, and 3 respectively. By considering all possible
(

6
3

)
×
(

6
4

)
×
(

6
3

)
=

6000 overlay topologies, one can find out the optimal topology and resource allocation scheme as

following and it is depicted in figure 7.
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98.6%

(a) Visualized result. After 10 iterations.

62.8%

(b) Visualized result. After 50 iterations.

11.8%

(c) Visualized result. After 100 iterations.

4.6%

(d) Visualized result. After 1000 iterations.

Figure 4: Visualized simulation results.
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USER	  1 USER	  2 USER	  3 USER	  4 USER	  5 USER	  6 

CACHE	  1 CACHE	  2 CACHE	  3 Movie	  A 

Movie	  B 

Movie	  A A 
B 

.5Mbps 

Movie	  B 

Figure 5: A simple example with 3 caches and 6 users. Three users demand video A and the others

demand video B. Each video has a streaming rate of 1 Mbps. The overlay topology is given. The

optimal caching and rate allocation is depicted in the figure. The dotted line represents a fractional

stream with rate of 0.5 Mbps and each color represents each video.

1. Cache 1 : Connect to User 1, User 2, and User 3. Store video A. Upload the full stream to

user 1 and the half stream to user 2 and user 3.

2. Cache 2 : Connect to User 2, User 3, User 4, and User 5. Store half of video A and half of

video B. Upload the half stream of video A to user 2 and user 3. Upload the half stream of

video B to user 4 and user 5.

3. Cache 3 : Connect to User 4, User 5, and User 6. Store video B. Upload the half stream of

video B to users 4 and 5. Upload the full stream of video B to user 6.

4. Server : Do nothing.

Here, the server traffic is 0Mbps.

Figure 8 shows the convergence of non-cache traffic if we run the distributed resource allocation

algorithm and topology update algorithm together. It is observed that the distributed algorithm also

converges to the optimal point where the non-cache traffic is 0Mbps quickly.

This confirms that the simulated distributed algorithm can indeed converge to the theoretical

optimal operation point quickly. In the following sections, we now show results from extensive

experiments at large scales having interesting consequences.
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Cloud traffic = 6Mbps @ t=0 

Figure 6: Server traffic in the system.

USER	  1 USER	  2 USER	  3 USER	  4 USER	  5 USER	  6 

CACHE	  1 CACHE	  2 CACHE	  3 Movie	  A 

Movie	  B 

Movie	  B B 

0Mbps 

Movie	  A A 3 3 4 

Figure 7: The optimal caching, rate allocation, and overlay topology selection is depicted in the fig-

ure. The dotted line represents a fractional stream with rate of 0.5 Mbps and each color represents

each video.

6.3 Setup

In this section and the following sections, we evaluate the overall system performance under var-

ious realistic settings of interest. By allowing users to join and leave the system and to change

their subscription, we also empirically show that our system works well under system dynam-

ics. We show that our algorithm implicitly learns the video demand, and yields a high bandwidth

utilization.

We assume the existence of a media server which hosts 2000 videos. Each video is 20 minutes

long, and has a streaming rate of 2 Mbps. Users join the system with varying arrival rate, (where
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Figure 8: Server traffic in the system.

the maximum number of users is 40000) and leave the system after they finish watching the video.

When a user joins, it randomly selects a video from the content catalog following a heavy-tailed

distribution. There are 50 caches with uniform storage capacity, with a total storage capacity of

2.5 times the entire video catalog. The bandwidth constraint of the cache nodes follows a bi-modal

distribution having means of 1.2Gbps and 2Gbps respectively. The aggregate bandwidth among

all caches is just enough to cover all users. The node degree bound on each cache is 3200, i.e.,

each user can be potentially served by 4 caches. We compare our results with Least-Recently-Used

(LRU), Least-Frequently-Used (LFU), top videos (local), top videos (global) and Mixed Integer

Programming (MIP). The methods and parameters used in the comparing schemes are:

• MIP: on each cache, the fractional storage allocation algorithm [2] is used, and then the

entire video with the largest converged fraction of storage is stored, followed by the video

with the second largest converged value, and so on and so forth, until the storage capacity is

reached.

• LRU(LFU): every cache replaces least recently(frequently) used videos by the most popular

videos.

• Top videos (local, global): cache nodes store the most locally(globally) popular videos of

the period.

Figure 9(a) shows the percentage non-cache traffic, i.e., the fraction of the total realtime de-
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Figure 9: Simulation results
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mand that is not covered by the caches, for each method and the total demand versus time. We

observe that for the same amount of system resources, our scheme allows the maximum support of

the caches, thanks to our theoretical guarantee of optimal performance. Specifically during peak

hours where the arrival rate of users is the highest, the corresponding non-cache traffic for our

scheme was 24.1% while it is 44.0%, 50.2%, 50.0%, 50.9% and 56.4% for MIP, LRU, LFU, top

videos (local) and top videos (global). It is worth noting that our scheme does not achieve 0% of

non-cache traffic although the total aggregate bandwidth is enough to cover the demand in a static

setup. This happens because there will always be new users joining the system who need to be fed

directly by the server. From the results, we can see that storing the globally popular videos, as is

done in most practical cases, performs the worst. This is because the video demand distribution

is so heavy-tailed that caching of a vast number of unpopular videos becomes unavoidable. MIP

performs the closest in performance to our scheme but is still significantly inferior. This corrobo-

rates our previous observations in the toy examples that fractional storage provides much-needed

flexibility in caching.

In order to better understand the performance of our algorithm, we also find the utility efficiency

for video m on each cache node h as
∑

u∈Um,h
xhm

Whmγm|Um,h|
which is the ratio between the total upload rate

to users watching video m and the total available rate given the storage of video m. It quantifies

the utility of any stored faction of a video on each cache. The efficiency factor for each video is

averaged across all the caches which store that video. We observe that with our scheme, most of

the efficiency factors are greater than 80% uniformly across the videos. On the other hand, the

efficiency factor is around 50% with other schemes.

6.4 Scalability, Robustness, and Learning

In this section, we validate empirically that the proposed system is scalable, robust and able to

learn the users’ demand distribution. In the first experiment, we increase the video catalog size and

investigate how the system responds. In Figure 9(b), we plot the average server traffic for different

catalog sizes. It can be seen that although the catalog sizes vary from 2000 to 10000, the non-cache

traffic increases only slightly. The robustness of the performance to the changes in the catalog size

is especially useful when a sudden flash crowd of new videos appear and the system does not have
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Figure 10: Simulation results
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ample time to call for more resources.

In Figure 10(b), we break up the total storage of entire caches by the videos and compare it with

the demand distribution. We can see that despite running in a fully distributed manner, the system

is able to implicitly learn the demand distribution, with the aggregate storage distribution similar

to that of the demand. This is a useful property of the algorithm, because separately estimating the

demand in practice can induce large overhead. Our scheme is thus demand-agnostic, i.e., it does

not require any prior knowledge of the demand, automatically learning the demand distribution in

a distributed way.

We also test the robustness of the system. In Figure 10(a), the server load is shown when new

popular videos are suddenly added in the middle of the simulation. More specifically, we inject

10% of new most popular videos and remove 10% of least popular videos. The other 90% of old

videos become slightly less popular than before. The server load experiences a negligible jump

when new videos are added, but quickly goes back to normal. In practice, we expect the changes

in demand to be much slower, and see that the system easily adapts to such changes.

We also test the robustness of the system due to cache collapse, by removing a half of the

caches from the system suddenly after 1000 iterations. Figure 11(a) shows the simulation result.

The server load increases upto 50% suddenly. Surprisingly, the other caches remaining in the

system are able to recover the system by storing more content and serving more users than they

did before the collapse. Figure 11(b) shows how the remaining caches can recover the system by

storing roughly twice more than before other caches were removed.

6.5 Tradeoff between Storage, Bandwidth and Node Degree

To understand the resource utilization further, we conduct experiments to demonstrate the tradeoff

between the three types of cache resources: storage, bandwidth and node degree. We consider a

system with 200 users and 100 caches. In Figure 12(a) and (b), we show the average server load

versus the total bandwidth resources under different degree and storage capacity. In Figure 12(a),

we fix the storage to be 0.7 video’s size and vary the degree bound to plot the different curves. We

can see that when the degree resource is too scarce, e.g., degree is less than or equal to 5, the server
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load cannot achieve the lower bound regardless of the bandwidth sources given. When degree

resource is greater than 5, two difference cases occur: (1) when the system is in either extreme

bandwidth deficit or extreme bandwidth surplus mode, the server load can easily achieve the lower

bound regardless of the storage resources. This can be explained as follows. When the bandwidth

is in extreme deficit mode, almost any storage placement works because the resource is scarce. On

the other hand, when the bandwidth is in extreme surplus mode, the caches have so much resource

such that they can easily bring down the server load to zero. In between these two cases, the more

degree resources, the closer the server load is to the genie lower bound. This suggests that there

exists some intrinsic minimal degree needed given some fixed bandwidth and storage resources. In

Figure 12(b), similar results are shown when the degree is fixed to be 6 while the storage capacity

is varied. Similar conclusions can be drawn.

To understand the interplay better, we show a contour plot in Figure 12(c). The x-axis is the

degree bound and the y-axis is the storage per cache node. For each contour, the total bandwidth

supply is equal to the average total demand. On the contours shows the optimality gap, e.g, 10%,

20% and 40% etc. The optimality gap is defined as the ratio between the performance gap (differ-

ence between actual server load and genie bound) and the demand gap (difference between total

demand and genie bound). The smaller the optimality gap, the closer the server load is to the genie

bound. Clearly, the sweet spots happen near the diagonal area. Outside that area, one needs sig-

nificantly more degree bound (storage capacity) resources to compensate even a small decrease in

storage capacity (degree bound) to achieve the same optimality gap. This figure helps understand

the fundamental minimal resources needed to satisfy users’ need when designing a VoD system.

We currently lack of the theoretical understandings of the tradeoff we observed through the

experiments. We are actively studying the resource tradeoff theoretically with the faith that the

results can be used to provide appropriate resource provisionings.
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7 System Design

In this chapter, we shift our focus from the ideal setting studied earlier to more practical settings in

order to address possible gaps between theory and practice. There are several assumptions we have

relied on while developing the theory and the algorithms, some of which do not hold in practice.

For example, because the fluid assumption (See Ch.4) cannot be satisfied in a practical system,

we have to quantify the loss of the performance of practical codes and suggest a solution. In

this chapter, we enumerate such practical issues, and design a practical VoD system based on the

theory. The following list enumerates three main assumptions underlying the theory of Ch.4-Ch.5.

1. Fractional streams are always orthogonal.

2. The server has infinite upload bandwidth so that any user which has missing content can

fetch it from the server instantaneously.

3. The traffic from the server to the caches for content caching is negligible compared to the

“static” traffic to users.

The first assumption does not hold when we use practical codes in the system. In practice, the

duplicate problem occurs, and the user may not be able to decode the received fractional streams,

and recover a full stream without downloading the missing parts from the server. By storing slightly

more than that required by the algorithm or by connecting to a few additional caches, this problem

can be solved easily in a practical system. These overheads are quantified in the following section.

The second assumption may not hold in practice. The centralized server can usually have high

enough upload rate, but it is not infinitely high. Thus, in order to not experience buffering delays,

a user should request missing packets a few seconds before the video chunk the user is watching

finishes. This assumption can be relaxed by modifying the distributed algorithm to give the server

enough time to upload missing packets to the user.

The last assumption does not hold under a dynamic setting. If caches keep updating their

storages for new incoming users, the traffic from the server to caches might be even larger than the

traffic to users. The period of storage allocation update can be set infrequent enough to alleviate
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this problem, i.e., even though the caches run the distributed algorithm and update their primal and

dual variables at each iteration, they update their storage allocation only at the end of each carefully

designed period. For example, if one sets up the period of storage update as 10 iterations, each

cache will only update their storage allocation every 10 iterations. These ideas will be reflected in

our design of a distributed algorithm for the practical system, which we will describe later.

7.1 Design of Practical Fractional Stream

There can be several design choices to implement the fractional stream which meet the require-

ments of our theoretical abstraction. We use a “horizontal” fractional stream concept which was

introduced in our earlier work [18].

The definition of a fractional stream is stated in Theorem 1. As briefly stated in the Ch. 4, the

fractional stream can be approximated by using a Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) code [23].

We have assumed a fluid model, where two fractional streams are added without losing rate, i.e.,

S(x1 +x2) is generated by decoding S(x1) and S(x2). In practice, two fractional streams from two

different caches are not always orthogonal due to possibly duplicate packets. Thus, in general a

receiver will experience a loss in effective rate after jointly decoding two fractional streams, though

the probability of duplicate packets is relatively low. The probability of the event’s occurrence can

be reduced via centralized coordination, but it is impossible to be avoided completely.

To understand the duplicate packets problem in-depth, assume that the system uses fractional

streams generated by MDS(n, k) codes. With such codes, the rate of fractional streams is now

discretized, i.e., x ∈ {x0
k
, 2x0
k
, ..., (k−1)x0

k
, x0}. Each cache is also able to store only a discretized

fractional stream under this practical setting. Running the distributed algorithm, a cache will keep

updating its storage variable f for each video, and quantize the storage variable, i.e., find the

nearest number f̄ in the set fD = {0, 1
k
, 2
k
, ..., k−1

k
, 1}. Then it downloads and caches a fractional

stream with rate of f̄ r. Further assume that user u is connected to Cu = {c1, c2, ..., cd} and each

cache c ∈ Cu is able to upload a fractional stream S(xc), respectively. Define kc = kxc
rc

to denote

the number of coded packets each cache stores to store a fractional stream. Unfortunately, even

though
∑

c∈Cu
kc ≥ k, the user might not be able to recover the full stream due to the duplication

problem.
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This problem can be understood as an instance of a generalized coupon collector problem

where a coupon collector draws multiple coupons at a time, and wants to collect all the coupons.

For simplicity, assume that kc = a for all d connected caches and ad = k. The duplication problem

happens unless there is no shared packet between any pair of d fractional streams stored at every

cache. However, because each cache is randomly choosing its fractional stream, it happens rarely.

Each fractional stream of rate ax0
k

corresponds to drawing a balls d times from a bag of n balls

with replacement. The following theorem on the generalized coupon collecting problem states

how many packets a user will receive from multiple fractional streams.

Theorem 8. Consider a generalized coupon collector problem where a collector draws a balls

simutaneously out of n balls at each draw. The expected number of collected coupons after d

drawings is E [N ] = n(1− (1− a/n)d).

Note that E [N ] is strictly less than k, the number of packets a user would have get if fractional

streams were all orthogonal. Expanding the RHS of Theorem 8 gives the following lemma.

Lemma 9. The average number of missing packet is O(n−1).

Proofs are given in the appendix. Thus, in a practical system, users will request these missing

packets from the central server and this will incur a higher server cost. The first claim of the

Theorem 8 implies that it is unlikely for a user to recover a full stream even though the sum of the

rates of fractional streams is matched to the full streaming rate by the algorithms. The implication

of Lemma 9 is that using a higher n will induce fewer missing packets. However, using higher n

value has drawbacks: high encoding and decoding complexity, and difficulty of populating caches

in a distributed way.

Consider a small example depicted in Figure 13(a). A user is connected to 4 caches, d = 4,

and each cache is storing a fractional stream with rate one quarter of the streaming rate, i.e.,

f̄ = a/k = 1/4. We choose k equal to 40 and hence a = 10. Then, we vary n from 80 to 240 and

observe number of packets the user receive for each value. Figure 13(b) shows CCDFs of number

of received packets after d = 4 drawings. When the fluid model, n = ∞, is used, as in the theory

there is no packet loss. However, results of finite n = 80, 160, 240 cases show the rate loss is not

negligible as expected in Lemma 9.
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USER	  

k/4 
k/4 k/4 k/4 

(a) A small VoD system. One user is connected to four caches and each caches stores

a fractional stream with rate one quarter of the streaming rate.

(b) CCDF of Number of received packets for different n.

Figure 13
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(a)

(b)

Figure 14: CCDF of Number of received packets for different n when each cache stores 1 more

packet, (b) CCDF of Number of received packets for different n when each cache stores 2 more

packets.
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How can we solve the problem? If the caches’ cost is relatively cheaper than the server’s cost,

the user can connect to more caches and request missing packets or connected caches can store

more packets, i.e., increase the rate of the cached fractional stream. Figure 14 shows how many

packets the user will receive if the caches store 1 or 2 more packets each in the previous example.

Storing 1 or 2 more packets significantly reduces the probability of getting less than k packets. The

following theorem quantify the storage overhead of each cache to not incur additional server cost.

Theorem 10. If a user is connected to d caches and assuming every cache stores a equal fraction

of a content for the user, the number of packets each cache to store, a∗, to guarantee that the

expected total number of received packets of user exceeds k is as following.

a∗ =
n

(d− 1)

(
1−

√
1− 2(d− 1)k

nd

)

Table 2 provides the storage overhead in number of packets for various n for the example. If

Fluid (n, k) = (240, 40) (n, k) = (160, 40) (n, k) = (80, 40)

a∗ 10 pkts 10.718 pkts 11.169 pkts 13.333 pkts

Table 2: Storage overhead

Figure 15: CCDF of minimum number of caches required to recover the full stream
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the cost of degree and bandwidth is relatively cheaper than the cost of storage, user can connect to

more caches and retrieve the full stream. Figure 15 shows how many cache the user should connect

to in order to receive if caches store a = k/d = 10 packets each in the previous example. The

following theorem quantify the degree overhead of each cache to not incur additional server cost.

Theorem 11. Assuming every cache stores a packet, the number of connection a user needs to

connect to, d∗, to guarantee that the expected total number of received packets of user exceeds k is

as following.

d∗ = 0.5 +
n

a
−
√(

0.5 +
n

a

)2

− 2nk

a2

Table 3 provides the storage overhead in number of packets for various n for the example.

Fluid (n, k) = (240, 40) (n, k) = (160, 40) (n, k) = (80, 40)

d∗ 4 4.294 4.489 5.627

Table 3: Degree overhead

Over-caching We chose to exploit Theorem 10 for the practical algorithm, i.e., caches store

slightly more packets than that required by the algorithm. By over-caching packets at the caches,

users will probably be able to collect enough number of packets even with the existence of the

duplication problem.

7.2 Design of Practical Distributed Algorithm

In this section, we describe the design of distributed algorithm that performs well under practical

settings. As we discussed at the beginning of this chapter, several practical issues can be tackled

by judicious modification of the distributed algorithm.

Emergency Threshold The server does not have infinite upload bandwidth in practice. We

propose to use an Emergency Threshold as a threshold for a user to request the server to upload the

missing packets to the user. We assume that each user knows the measured upload bandwidth from

the server to the user u and denote it as cs,u. We also denote the time remaining to finish watching
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the current chunk as t′. If the number of packets received for the next chunk is m, the following

condition must be satisfied to avoid the buffering,

k −m
t′
≤ cs,u.

This condition can be used to detect the need of the server, i.e., request the server to upload all

missing packets if the number of packets received for the next chunk is less than the emergency

threshold.

m < k − t′cs,u = Emergency Threshold

Cache storage update frequency The traffic from the server to caches can be reduced by

having infrequent updates for caching. Every second, caches update all variables other than the

variables related to caching. We choose D as a design parameter which denote the time period

between two consecutive updates of caching variables, W and w. By adopting a higher D, the

system achieves worse performance because of its slower caching adaptation but the traffic from

the server to caches reduces and vice versa. Considering the practical objectives of the system,

one can design the D parameter to strike a balance between performance and the cost of additional

traffic from the server to the caches.

We present the following protocols for both the users and the caches.
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Algorithm 1 Cache Protocol
1: Set t1 = 30 and t2 = D iterate:

2: Retrieve from each user node u their marginal utility Vxr(zu) and measure the round-trip delay

qr for each route r.

3: Update the rate xr for each route using ∆xr = [δr(Vxr(zu)− λr − qr)]+xr .

4: Update the availability price for each route r by ∆λr = [κr(xr −Whmγm)]+λr .

5: if t2 = 0 then

6: Change the storage fraction Whm for each video by ∆Whm = [ιhm(Λhm − βmωh)]
[0,1]
Whm

.

If ∆Whm is negative, it removes video m by Whm amount; otherwise, it chooses randomly

bnWhmc number of packets exclusive of what it already has of every chunk of video m, and

requests to download from neighboring caches (or from the backup server if not successful).

Finally, update the storage price by ∆ωh = [νh(
∑

m∈M Whmβm − sh)]+ωh
. Reset t2 = D.

7: end if

8: For each neighbor user u, allocate number of packets proportional to xhu.

9: if t1 = 0 then State Randomly choose and connect to a new neighbor from the neighbor list.

Then drop a connected user u with probability
exp(− 1

2
µx̄g̃\g′ )

1+
∑

g′′∈Ah,g̃

exp(− 1
2
µx̄g̃\g′′ )

. Reset t = 30.

10: end if

11: t1 ← t1 − 1, t2 ← t2 − 1.
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Algorithm 2 User Protocol
1: Set t = 30 and iterate:

2: Compute the average received rate from each connected cache node since the last update.

Derive its marginal utility value and send it to each connected cache node.

3: if buffer length is less than an emergency threshold then

4: Download from the server all the missing packets to fill up the buffer.

5: end if

6: if has received k packets of the next chunk then

7: Decode the chunk and flush the data to the media player.

8: end if

9: if t = 0 then

10: Randomly choose and connect to a new neighbor from the neighbor list. Then drop a

connected cache node h with probability
exp(− 1

2
µx̄g̃\g′ )

1+
∑

g′′∈Ah,g̃

exp(− 1
2
µx̄g̃\g′′ )

. Reset t = 30.

11: end if

12: t← t− 1.
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8 Conclusion

In this report, we formulate a general framework for a distributed VoD streaming system consider-

ing storage, bandwidth, and node degree bound. We propose a fully-distributed solution and prove

that it achieves close-to-optimal performance. We present detailed simulation results and show its

performance, scalability and robustness. The resource tradeoff between storage, bandwidth, and

node degree is investigated via the experiments. We show that our proposed scheme maximizes

the video traffic supported by cache and minimizes the server load. We modify the algorithm de-

rived from the theory to fit the practical settings. We propose concepts of over-caching, emergency

threshold, and cache storage update frequency to bridge the gap between theory and practice.

We briefly introduce the various future directions we are actively working on based on this

work.

Serverless model : In the current framework, we assume the existence of a central main

server which stores all content and which provides any demand whenever caches are not enough to

match the demand. Technically, the existence of a main server alleviates difficulty of the problem

formulation and affects the solution. However, the assumption of the server’s existence may not

always hold in many cases. If we can remove the assumption and propose new algorithms, it will

be useful not only for cases where the central server does not exist, but also for cases where fully

distributed systems are desired in order to populate and disseminate video content under oppressive

authorities, for example in Syria or North Korea. Removing the server from the formulation results

in several issues which we have not considered in the current framework.

Energy-aware model : Caching can be considered as a way of sprinkling a huge amount of

data, which usually sits in a ‘server warehouse’, to a lot of small caches which locate in different

places. We conjecture that our framework can significantly save the cost of energy needed to

manage and cool down servers, which leads a greener solution of storage.

Incentive mechanism : For the system with peer caches, each selfish individual cache has

his/her own objective and tends to be reluctant to act altruistically by providing its resource for

caching and distribution. A well designed incentive system can take an important role to incen-

tive such entities so that peers can actively participate the system and achieves a better system
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performance.

Evaluation of the practical system : Evaluation of the practical system’s performance is

another direction of future work. We are actively building the system and deploying it on Amazon

EC2 to further validate its usefulness and efficiency at large scales. Especially, we plan to deploy

the system and use it as content distribution system for free online education platform. We be-

lieve that this solution can support the free online education system by providing scalable content

distributions.
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Appendices
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A Proof of Theorems

Theorem 8. Consider a generalized coupon collector problem where a collector draws a balls

simultaneously out of n balls at each draw. The expected number of collected coupons after d

drawings is E [N ] = n(1− (1− a/n)d).

Proof. We can expressing N as the sum of indicators as following.

N =
∑

1≤i≤n

1[i’th ball is chosen after d drawings]

Then, taking expectation gives,

E [N ] =
∑

1≤i≤n

P (i’th ball is chosen during d drawings)

=
∑

1≤i≤n

1− P (i’th ball is not chosen during d drawings)

=
∑

1≤i≤n

1− (1− a/n)d

= n(1− (1− a/n)d).

Lemma 9. The average number of missing packet is O(n−1).

Proof. Using the second-order Taylor expansion, from Theorem 8 we get the following approxi-

mation.

ad− E [N ] = ad− n(1− (1− a/n)d)

= ad− n(1− (1− ad/n+ d(d− 1)a2/2n2 +O(n−3)))

= ad− n(ad/n− d(d− 1)a2/2n2 +O(n−3))

= ad− n(ad/n− d(d− 1)a2/2n2 +O(n−3))

= d(d− 1)a2/2n+O(n−2)
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Theorem 10. If a user is connected to d caches and assuming every cache stores a equal fraction

of a content for the user, the number of packets each cache to store, a∗, to guarantee that the

expected total number of received packets of user exceeds k is as following.

a∗ =
n

(d− 1)

(
1−

√
1− 2(d− 1)k

nd

)

Proof. By equating the expected number of packets to k and solve the quadratic equation of a, we

have

E [N ] ≈ ad− d(d− 1)a2

2n
= k

⇒ a =
nd−

√
n2d2 − 2d(d− 1)kn

d(d− 1)

=
n

(d− 1)

(
1−

√
1− 2(d− 1)k

nd

)
.

Theorem 11. Assuming every cache stores a packet, the number of connection a user needs to

connect to, d∗, to guarantee that the expected total number of received packets of user exceeds k is

as following.

d∗ = 0.5 +
n

a
−
√(

0.5 +
n

a

)2

− 2nk

a2

Proof. Similarly, solving the quadratic equation of d proves the claim.
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